
The 8th Hinode Monthly Meeting Discussion Memo  (by TW)

Date/Time: 28-Jun-07, 6:58 - 8:33am JST

Participants: Cobb, Shimizu
              Berger, Tarbell, Sekii
              DeLuca, Golub, Shibasaki
              Mariska, Doschek, Harra, Culhane, Watanabe

1. Instrument Status Reports

   SOT(Tarbell): NFI-stable, Bakeout: UV degradation continues
   XRT(DeLuca): normal
   EIS (Harra): MHC software upgrades in August
   AOCS (Shimizu): UFSS "intensity saturation flag on" problem
                    -solved.

2. Discussion of Proposals

 a. Review of May/June campaigns

    HOP12: Hida -satisfactory. Hoping two week allocation in M Aug
    HOP17: - successful
    HOP13: - continuing, successful

 b. New proposals accepted & revised

    HOP15: test run in July
           - not more than 20 hr continuing obs.
    HOP21: dates recommended Aug 25 - 31.
    HOP26: POC - currently Tsuneta
    HOP27: SUMER campaigns to be separated
           HOP27 -> Innes
                    - added TOO: Doppler Shifts in X-ray Jets
           HOP31 -> Madjarska
           HOP32 -> Doyle
    HOP28: (typo) proposer Tsiropula et al.
    HOP29: post dead line proposal accepted
           - IHY FILAMENT OBSERVING CAMPAIGN:
             Activity in Filaments and Filament Cavities
    HOP30: put a HOP number on Keenan proposal:
           - A search for enhancements in FeXV line emission due
             to opacity 
           - no dates fixed for observation
           - @ EIS team
            - looking at the existing data set
            - need refining the observing sequence

 c. July proposals

    HOP18/HOP19 - remain as TOO-type HOPs
                - obs. studies ready to go
                - observation to be conducted ASAP in July

3. Scheduling of operation plans for the next months

   - see the attached pdf file

4. Core team joint observations and communication with WM
   
   - confirmed: core team proposals do not need to be reviewed
     at SSCM nor MM.

   - EIS team suggested:
     - a week or two advanced cordination of observation among
       the instrument teams and COs.



     - coordinations should be required, that need special pointing
       or targets of observations.
     - cordinations be reported to the Weekly meeting, which includes
       the agenda of reporting a longer time span.

   - TW volunteers
     - via co_e-mais, monitoring of on-going cordinations
       as far as possible
     - put up those coordinations on the monthly events web page.

   - Scheme for getting better MM-WM link to be discussed at SWG
     in Dublin.

5. Others

   Next meeting: 26-July, Thr, 7am JST


